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00.00.00 LAURA Hello and welcome to Fighting the Illicit Trade, a podcast series produced by the Victoria & 
Albert Museum’s Culture In Crisis Programme.  Your two hosts for this series are me, Laura 
Jones, the Cultural Heritage Presentation Lead, here at the museum.  

00.00.14 VERNON And me, Vernon Rapley, Director of Cultural Protection and Security at the V&A.   And together 
we will steer you through this series, joined in each episode by a new guest.  

00.00.24 LAURA From the looting of archaeological sites, to the auctioning of stolen antiquities, the long and 
complex chain of criminal activity which connects the illicit trade of cultural property, stretches 
through many hands and numerous countries around the globe.  

00.00.37 VERNON In Culture In Crisis, Fighting The Illicit Trade, we bring together those working to prevent the 
illegal trade of cultural goods, each person fighting a battle to rescue cultural heritage at a 
different stage of its underground journey, looking at the actions taken at source, through 
transit and upon arrival at its destination.  

00.00.55 LAURA Each episode, we trace the movement of objects through this journey and highlight different 
preventative measures taking place to intercept them.  We speak with international experts, 
including law enforcement, the art trade, legal representatives, museums and community 
groups, amongst others, asking them to share their unique experiences and insights.  

00.01.15 VERNON The theft and sale of cultural property robs communities of their past, present and future, it 
lines the pockets of international criminal networks and has been shown to directly finance 
terrorism.  Through this series, we hope to highlight valuable initiatives, working to prevent the 
illicit trade and gather recommendations on how to build on these efforts in the future.  

00.01.35 LAURA And in today’s episode, we’re really pleased to be welcoming Omniya Abdel Barr to the studio.  
Omniya, perhaps you could start by telling us a little bit about yourself and how the work that 
you do contributes to preventing the illicit trade of cultural property? 

00.01.49 OMNIYA Thank you Laura and Vernon, and thank you for having me with you today, because it’s 
important to shed light on what we’re trying to do, it’s not at all an easy task.  So I’m a 
conservation architect and while I was working on conservation sites in Cairo, I realised that I’m 
lacking the historical background, so this is why I also went and studied history.  Because it’s 
important to have an overall overview when you’re trying to work with the past.  

00.02.18  And throughout the work that I’ve been doing, because I’m mainly, mainly focused on the 
medieval architecture heritage of Egypt and a specific period, which is the Mamluk Period, 
spanning from 1250 to 1517.  So let’s say that this is the golden age of architecture in Egypt, so 
you have many monuments, you have many objects which are scattered around museums 
today which have survived from this period.  

00.02.43  And they are considered some of the finest and most remarkable architecture and 
workmanship.  

00.02.47 VERNON So Omniya, we hear a lot about the looting of ancient pharaonic artefacts in Egypt, but the 
work you do relates to objects from a different era.  Could you tell us a little bit more about the 
Mamluk Mimbars and the threats that they face? 

00.03.00 OMNIYA Coming from Egypt, it’s not easy, because when you’re trying to work on Islamic and medieval 
heritage it, you are very much overshadowed with Egypt’s ancient past.  And this is why we 
professionals working on that field, we always need to make our voices heard.  Let me first, by 
explaining to you the object we’re working on which is the mimbars.  And so these are the, the 
pulpits, if you visited a mosque, you see them to the right of the mihrab, which is the prayer 
niche directing to Mecca. 

00.03.32  So this is a, a raised structure, where the preacher is standing during sermons on Fridays and 
the night prayers.  And in the past, from these stepped pulpits, actually, the ruler would be 
blessed or even cursed, so they have a very important significance, both as it shows the, the 
power of the state, but also very religious authority as well, because it, in a way it’s a reminder 



 
of Prophet Muhammad’s presence and guidance.  

00.04.00  So during the Mamluk Sultanate, which is this period I told you is considered the golden age of 
medieval Egyptian art and architecture, with Cairo as its capital, the country regained more or 
less its position as an international economical centre and secured links between eastern parts.  
So it, it really flourished, the Mamluks were great patrons and they generously financed the 
religious and [funeral] foundation.  And so with every foundation, there was a Mimbar in place. 

00.04.29  And this is what we are, we have focused our work on lately.  They were mainly made from 
imported and local wood, but you have also examples made from marble and stone.  And they 
really represent the finest craftsmanship from these medieval periods.  They also show 
beautiful advance in the use of geometrical decoration and highlights the development of 
Islamic geometry in Egypt.  So they’re very, very fine structure, highly appreciated for their fine 
example of craftsmanship. 

00.04.59  And today you would find fragments from these mimbars in almost every international 
collection on Islamic art around the world.  And at the V&A we, they have, the museum has a 
beautiful display, beautiful pieces on its display from these beautiful Mamluk mimbars, which 
the museum acquired in the mid-nineteenth century.  So in Egypt, these historic structures are 
mainly located in Cairo and we have only three historic ones outside of Cairo.  

00.05.29  And it’s interesting to point that the oldest mimbar in Egypt is in the Mosque of the Monastery 
of St Catherine in the Sinai, it’s almost a thousand years old today.  So, why are these mimbars 
today under threat?  Let me take you a little bit back into history, very quickly.  The historic city 
of Cairo, which is the medieval centre, is already inscribed since 1979 on the World Heritage 
List, but it has been subject, even before this date, from the nineteenth century, to neglect and 
vandalism.  

00.06.01  And I personally, I think that the fact that in the nineteenth century, they decided to abandon 
the, the old city and build a new capital, played hugely in the neglect and vandalism that took 
place afterwards.  So a lot was lost in the nineteenth century already.  And this is why, in 1881, 
they established a committee for the conservation of, of this (heritage).  And today we owe 
them a lot, because if it wasn’t for their effort for stopping all the looting and destruction taking 
place on these magnificent historical buildings, I think nothing would have survived today. 

00.06.37  And because of them we also have the Museum of Islamic Art today.  So, you know, after 2011, 
everyone in Egypt felt that they needed to do something and to contribute to the country and 
as professionals in Culture Heritage, we felt that what, what we need to do it to document 
what’s happening on the scene.  Because, and you all know that Culture Heritage was terribly 
targeted afterwards, the Egyptian Museum was even attacked on the 28th of January.  

00.07.05  And for me, working on historic Cairo, I felt that, you know, I just needed to start documenting 
what’s happening, because every now and then I would hear something in the news about a 
piece going missing from a bronze door or a wooden panel with a beautiful inscription from the 
thirteenth century gone.  And so I, I started, you know, taking notes of every, everything 
happening around me.  

00.07.29  And when you kind of stop and look at what I’ve been documenting, I realised that there was, 
there was actually a pattern.  So most of the attacks taking place in the historic city of Cairo 
were targeting mimbars and we’re talking about a huge number.  In Egypt we have almost, let’s 
say, around forty something mimbars, fourteen were, were hit, whether partially or totally.  
Already the mimbars were being attacked, but this goes back to 2006, they just, the attacked 
escalated after 2011. 

00.08.00  And in 2014, in the span of one month in June 2014, we have seven iconic buildings in historic 
Cairo which were targeted.  And even an entire mimbar, in 2010, disappeared entirely and 
we’re talking about a heavy structure.  This could be, yeah, this could be several, several tons 
and it can go up to seven metres high, so it’s not an easy task just to dismantle it and taking it, 
you know, and, and taking it outside.  

00.08.30 LAURA You’d need a lot of help for that sort of thing I imagine.  

00.08.33 OMNIYA Totally and, and especially, I saw the, the doors were the first to disappear, because it’s, they’re 
easy to dismantle.  And then tiny pieces can, can also, here and there.  And then entirely, the 
entire mimbars, like the mimbar of Mauritania, mimbar of [Man-juk], mimbar of [Ki-bay] and 
these are very, very fine craftsmanship, all the panels are gone.  And the panels are inlaid with 



 
ebony and ivory carved with beautiful, intricate, arabesque, beautiful geometry.  

00.09.04  It’s, it’s the finest of, of Egyptian woodwork and, and craftsmanship.  And then when you go, 
when I, luckily everything is online today, so I started looking at what, at what’s happening on 
the art market and this is when I was completely shocked, because I saw that a panel with, an 
octagon panel, as big as many ten centimetres wide, was sold for almost half a million British 
pounds in 2000. 

00.09.30  So there was clearly a market and there was clearly a demand and these were not just simple 
incidents, but probably and organised, organised effort to look this, this heritage, because 
there was, there was definitely demand on what I’ve seen.  

00.09.49 LAURA So it’s a growing external kind of market for, for objects like this,  and getting and 
understanding of this growing threat?  So at first a door, or a piece, but soon that kind of 
confidence seems to have grown, that suddenly these structures that, as you say, are, you 
know, room height, absolutely huge pieces, very intricately carved objects, are just 
disappearing from these spaces?  

00.10.13 OMNIYA Totally.  

00.10.15 VERNON I’d like to see your house, Laura, if you’ve got rooms that are seven metres tall, they’re 
certainly significantly larger than my house (laughs).  

00.10.22 LAURA (Laughs) And I think this is something that we’ve always sensed through your work Omniya, 
having done some homework on this before, is this sense of the, the large groups of people 
that are involved in this.  I’m not just talking about the kind of, the criminal activity here, I’m 
talking more about the work that you’ve done to try and protect the mimbars.  And if I’m right, 
this has involved you engaging with, with quite a lot of different people from different 
backgrounds, what we’d call a sort of multi-disciplinary focus, bringing in different voices and 
perspectives to prevent the theft of these objects, prevent the illicit trade of them.  

00.10.59  And I’m wondering if I could just sort of ask you a little bit about what that’s like.  How do you 
do that, when you’ve got this shared goal, but potentially a lot of different approaches or 
perspectives?  How have you navigated that? 

00.11.14 OMNIYA Well it was a long process and I was learning on the way, because when I started in 2012 to 
document this, I realised immediately that we don’t have enough documentation, when 
something go, goes missing, you don’t have high resolution photographs so that you can 
identify it in the future and say that this belongs to this place, because it’s not just the mimbars 
that we were documenting, we also had museum objects which were, gone missing from their 
storages.  

00.11.43  And only because they, they were published in the 1920s that we managed to stop the sale and 
repatriate them back to Egypt.  But then you realise, this is a publication from 1929, what 
happened since that time?  And this is when I realised that, in a way, from, you know, from 
documentation aspect, we’re lacking it terribly.  The museums in Egypt have no online 
database, so you cannot, even as an individual, check what you have in storage, you don’t have 
access. 

00.12.15  And so the fact that you don’t have a photograph that linked to the object, or to the, the 
missing piece, then you cannot at all claim it in the future.  And so, bit by bit, you know, when, 
it started with the mimbars because I think I reached a point where I was completely hopeless 
and, and totally depressed about the situation and so I said, well let’s start from somewhere, I 
cannot save the entire historic city.  

00.12.40  And so, because the mimbars were the one constantly targeted, I said okay, let’s start with 
them because I can’t photographs and I, even sometimes I, we have doors which were looted 
and we don’t have at all photographs for them, meaning that you cannot identify them if they 
appear on the art market, so at least let’s document what we have today.  And so I teamed up 
with a newly founded foundation, the Egyptian Heritage Rescue Foundation and they were 
created in 2013, again, to address the need in Egypt to, you know, conduct first aid to culture 
heritage at the beginning, because of all these scenario of disasters happening around us. 

00.13.22  And I actually met them when the Museum of Islamic Art was bombed, so it’s a very, very 
emotional thing to me, let’s say, that day, the 24th of January 2014.  And immediately I felt, well 
this is, this is a great team and I think together we can do something.  Because I come from the, 



 
the architectural background, let’s say, and the art history and they are conservators and they 
do risk assessment and condition surveys.   

00.13.48  And then we started training teams to work on architecture documentation and photographers 
to do photography.  And so the mimbar project, which has actually be financed by the UK 
government, with the Cultural Protection Fund, was a journey of learning for all of us in the 
foundation.  We’ve, we’ve experienced new things and we’ve tested things and I think now 
we’re much more confident than before we started the project as well. 

00.14.20  We have trained almost fifteen people on architecture documentation and we had something 
like sixty people who volunteered in the project and we can now produce high quality 
documentation, architectural documentation with drawings and all the photographs that I 
need.  And this helped us, because last year in, in, we found panels on sale in Paris and we 
immediately informed the authorities and gave them our documentation and this helped them 
to stop the sale.  

00.14.49  So immediately we felt that our effort and how we thought about tackling this issue of looting 
our architectural heritage can actually give us some good results at the end.  And I have to say 
that since we started in 2018, only two incidents took place in the historic city which were very 
minor and very individual as well, they were not, they were not as planned as before.  And so 
I’m very happy to say that I think that we played a role in stopping more or less a little bit the 
looting in the historic city.  

00.15.24  And then, at least, you know, I’m a bit confident that now, because we have photographed 
everything, we didn’t leave any mimbar behind, I’m confident that this is kind of a security we 
could provide.  Because of course you cannot, this is a living heritage Laura, I mean the 
mimbars are in mosques, these mosques are functioning, you have prayers every day, you have 
people, you don’t check their IDs when they enter, so it’s, it’s an open space, it’s not, they’re 
not protected inside a museum.  

00.15.53  So you, in some cases we’ve installed some cameras, but you cannot do this everywhere.  And 
you don’t know how things could develop and you try your best to protect them, but maybe 
something will happen in the future.  But at least today, after creating this database of 
documentation, I’m much more confident that we have secured the mimbars a little bit more 
than before.  

00.16.18 VERNON Omniya, your work is amazing in this area and a couple of things that you’ve just said are really 
important, and one is about the fact that this is living heritage and it’s absolutely at the heart of 
the community and secondly that you, you’ve managed to encourage sixty volunteers to 
engage with the project.  So, can you tell me a little bit about how you’ve been so successful in 
engaging with the local community and making your work relevant to them?  

00.16.48 OMNIYA Well it’s always the tricky part when you have projects like these, how are you going to 
approach the, the public and the community, especially the community surrounding the 
mimbar.  But just our presence, when they saw us in the mosques, working on these mimbars, 
because we, they didn’t just do documentation, we also intervened on twenty seven mimbars 
with mitigation plans and we stabilised their condition, removed all hazards and threats.  

00.17.16  Because imagine this, the biggest threat is not actually theft, when we did our study we realised 
that it’s fire, which are the biggest threats to, to these, this, this is wooden structure.  And what 
happened, because you have the imam standing on them, so they have placed all the electrical 
wiring on the body itself, but because again, because the people handling the, the mosque, this 
is the Ministry of Endowment, they were never actually trained or even introduced to the value 
of the, of this beautiful structure that they, they’re using.  

00.17.52  So we have delivered a few workshops and a few training with key people working in the 
Ministry of Endowment, and also with the Ministry of Antiquities, because it’s, these are the, 
the everyday carers of, of the mimbars and it was important that we explain to them that this is 
a very, very, very valuable piece and it, it represents something, it is not because you see it 
every day and you use it every day that it, it has no value, on the contrary.  

00.18.26  And, but I think that we really need to still work more on, on this angle, especially with the 
officers from the Ministry of Endowment and the imams and sheikhs who work in the mosque.  
Another thing was the surrounding community, you know the funny thing sometimes, when 
you go visit a monument where, a mosque which is a monument in Cairo, sometimes you find 



 
that it’s, the door is shut and it’s closed with a key and you actually go and look around, who 
has the key.  

00.18.55  And it turns out it’s this like, the, the owner of the, the coffee shop next to the mosque or, or 
the lady who is selling cheese on the side.  It’s very funny that you feel that the actual direct 
community have this sense of ownership for, for a building which is considered a national 
monument.  And, and so just, I think, just our presence and we always tried to explain the, the 
importance of what we’re doing, people have now, I would say, have much better awareness. 

00.19.26  And not just the surrounding community, because now with social media and with online 
technology, we have reached an even wider public.  And I’ve just, I’ve seen a month ago, a 
group of geometers, Egyptian young geometers, they’ve started a challenge and they call it the 
mimbar challenge, with a hashtag, and each one of them tried to analyse a mimbar and explain 
the geometry and draw it.  

00.19.51  So it feels like, you know, you’re creating more and more people, because what happened, 
what I’ve seen, noticed a little bit before is that, even when I asked my friends when they 
entered such places, they rarely look at the mimbar, I don’t know why (laughs).   Because I 
always ask for photographs and very rarely I would find someone who has photographed the 
mimbar.   And now more and more I see that they, they notice it, they take, they enjoy 
watching it, they take detailed photographs of it.  

00.20.20  So I think this has created a bit of a buzz when we started, you know, posting about it and 
talking about their history and their meaning.  And currently we’re doing an, an online series on 
our Facebook page, where we will be, we are presenting nine mimbars and we’re telling their 
story and showing that they were actually also photographed in the nineteenth century and 
even drawn and sketched.  And at the V&A, we have the amazing sketch books of James Watt, 
who was a British architect to came to Cairo in the 1940s.  

00.20.50  And he was working with Owen Jones and he sketched, in meticulous detail, two beautiful 
mimbars which are the oldest surviving Mamluk mimbars, with, you know, with, with sections 
and details about how you are doing the joinery, because these structures are not glued, 
everything is done, it’s like a big puzzle and everything is very well studied to be placed in its 
right location.  

00.21.19  So even, you know, European architects and travellers took interest in these mimbars because 
they were fascinated with the beauty of its craftsmanship.  And we’re very grateful that they’ve 
sketched these drawings in the nineteenth century, because till today, they’re still very valuable 
for our work and they give us very important information.  So this shows you, again, how 
documentation is important.  

00.21.45 LAURA Really, I really enjoy this kind of movement from the, the hyper local into the international 
importance of some of these objects, that the, the community that they exist within keep it 
alive and very present in the daily activities of those created around them.  And the community 
engagement that you’ve described there is something that I think a lot of heritage preservation 
projects would really love to emulate.  

00.22.11  And this idea of the kind of valuable knowledge you can gain from working so directly with the 
people that, that so passionately care about this heritage and, and passionately care about 
protecting it as well.  And that’s probably my next question is, is what sort of insights and 
knowledge have you managed to get from working with these communities, that otherwise 
would have been missed out in your project?  And was there anything that really surprised you 
in your project, or came as a surprise and you learned on the go? 

00.22.41 OMNIYA I think it’s still an ongoing learning process for me, because probably I’m very much focused on 
the work we’re trying to do and sometimes it’s, it’s beautiful to see how others are, are seeing.  
And one of the activities we’ve designed when we’ve create, created this project, was to 
introduce the mimbars to other practitioners, not just us working on the conservation and 
heritage protection fields.  

00.23.10  And this is when we invited designers and artisans and I, we really tried not to influence their 
work and, you know, we just explained things to them.  And we took them on tours and we 
showed them the mimbars and we asked that each one design a prototype from what they 
have seen.  And this was fascinating.  And I think this was also the biggest impact we have 
created, because through an object, when you create a new object which is very contemporary 



 
to you today and when you link it to an older object, you are able to tell the story of this past 
through something that you can have in your house.  

00.23.49  I believe this is the, this was a big surprise to me, because I like design, this is mainly why I, I 
thought about doing it this way, but I didn’t at all expect this huge interest and appreciation for 
the work, when we show that how, that it’s very contemporary and that you can design things 
that you can use today.  And then, and I think what I, I like the best, this sense of pride, that 
those artisans and designers felt afterwards, because they have been working more or less on 
the same field, using elements from traditional architecture and art.  

00.24.29  But for the first time, they could actually trace it to something they have seen.  And I, I did feel 
how they were very proud to be able to contribute in their way in preserving these pieces, by 
telling them stories through their new production.  This was really an exciting thing for me.  
And another thing that we did is that we gave workshops to architects, because I was a bit 
upset of how everything is being, very rarely you see someone who, who is drawing the 
geometry properly today.  

00.25.04  And probably this is due to the fact that people don’t learn that in school, in architecture school 
properly and because everything is now being done with computers, so it’s very easy to copy 
and trim and to cut things and put them in the space you want.  And I wanted architects to, to 
stop and look back again to this heritage and to try to understand it’s souls, because it, Islamic 
geometry is a huge, huge, huge field.  

00.25.30  And we have one of the finest and most amazing example of Islamic geometry in Cairo.  So 
instead of always repeating the same pattern over and over again, why not look to what you 
actually have in your own city and try to do something with it?  And this has been, I think I 
would like to explore more this collaboration with the architects.  So we teamed up with one of 
the biggest consultancy firms in Egypt and they sent us their architects twice actually and they 
took very intensive training for three days.  

00.26.00  And at the end of those three days they told me, oh no, we’re very upset, we don’t want to 
leave (laughs), we’d like to keep on learning more, they immediately immersed in this beautiful 
heritage they have seen and they felt, why are we borrowing elements from other countries, 
when we actually have a very strong heritage just on our doorsteps?  So I think these two 
experiences have been very exciting and have been also very surprising to me, because I was, I 
was very happy with the outcome.  

00.26.31  And I hope that this would, you know, be repeated in the future and maybe we just put a seed 
and they can go and explore things on their own afterwards and we’re always here to give 
them support, but it’s, it’s like, I would love to have it as a, as a wave effect maybe afterwards.  

00.26.51 VERNON Okay, so Omniya, it’s been fascinating listening to you, I could listen to you and the way you 
describe your work for, for hours.  But we’ve come to that point where we can ask just one last 
question and it’s my turn to play the magic genie who can give you your own wish.  And if you 
have one wish, one thing that you could change for the future, to fight and prevent the illicit 
trade of cultural goods, what would it be and what would you need to achieve it? 

00.27.21 OMNIYA I think one thing we really, really need in Egypt, is that our museums publish their online 
database.  Because this is something that you would take a bit for granted in the west, because 
most museums have, they search the collections online, but we don’t have a single museum 
with an online search of the collection.  This democratisation of the access to the information is 
very important.  

00.27.53  And this is how we will have more people working on cultural heritage, maybe I’m, here I’m 
narrowing down a little to just museum objects.  But by showing that the information is 
possible to be accessible, because this is actually a big thing in Egypt, cultural institutions are, 
and storages, if you don’t have the right paperwork, the you don’t have access to the objects, 
you cannot study them, you cannot, and even just enjoy knowing their history.  

00.28.24  And I’m, I’m trying to understand, is it because of financial problem, or it is because it’s a policy 
in Egypt?  I really can’t tell for sure why it is still, no projects are still in place for such a thing.  
Something I love about the V&A is the fact that every single piece is available for us to check 
and find online and I use a lot the V&A database in my own work.  

00.28.53  So I hope I could see the same thing happening in our museum collections in Egypt.  Because 
once you have a, a photograph, this is when you will definitely protect it the best, this is when 



 
you will be sure that it will not disappear and it will, like, because when you, when you don’t 
know what you have then it’s a very, it’s an open invitation to loot (chuckles), I would say. 

00.29.19  But when you document what you have and when you have it accessible for everyone to, to, to 
see, this would be the best way to protect it, at least for our museum collection, because we do 
have thousands and thousands of objects in our storages.  But, of course, with the rest, 
because we still have lots of archaeological sites and unknown even archaeological sites in 
Egypt, which most of the, the objects we see today are probably coming out of these illicit digs. 
But, but you asked for one wish, so this will be mine. 

00.29.52 VERNON Well I think, I think the free, the freedom of information to prevent illicit trade is, is a good 
desire and something that should be work, worked towards.  

00.30.01 LAURA So that brings us to the end of our episode today.  We’ll hope that the listeners will join us 
again to hear more about the ongoing fight against the illicit trade of cultural property, as we 
continue to explore the complex  chains and criminal networks which support this nefarious 
industry.  We thank you, our listeners, and particularly today we thank you Omniya.  

00.30.23 VERNON Thank you Omniya.  

00.30.24 OMNIYA Thank you so much.  

 


